UNLEASH
SURFACE
WITH TEAMS
Work effectively from
anywhere with the perfect
blend of hardware and software

UNLEASH SURFACE WITH TEAMS

IMAGINE THIS…
Professionals are wandering around the city, enjoying the
freedom of the open air, while still being in contact with
their network. They’re productive, fulfilled and delivering
above and beyond.
They could sit anywhere – a café, a busy train, an airport
lounge – open up their device and, within seconds,
join their peers in intensive creative work from tens of
thousands of miles away. They could sell across the world
and hold meetings across continents.
This isn’t some sci-fi vision of the future. We can experience
this now. With the latest generation of Microsoft Surface
devices and the connectivity of Teams, users need never
again feel tied to their desks. And in these uncertain times,
that is a vital freedom.
The Microsoft Surface range of devices is built for the
future – with Teams installed, end-users could immediately
experience a whole new way of working.
The benefits are obvious. This guide will demonstrate why
Surface and Teams are an ideal match, and provide all the
information you need to help your customers truly unleash
their potential.
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BENEATH THE SURFACE
In today’s working world, users rely on devices
that are transportable, flexible and capable
of running multiple demanding applications.
They’re also looking for a frictionless experience
and slick, fashionable design.
Surface devices meet all of these needs,
and more. Whether used to undertake creative
work, field work, sales, design, engineering or
programming, Surface can adapt on the fly.

Surface redefines desktop computing. Blurring the lines between tablet,
phone and PC, Surface devices are light, transformable and multi-functional,
without sacrificing on performance or security.
See page 5 for details on models available from Westcoast.
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MICROSOFT TEAMS – THE PERFECT
PARTNER FOR SURFACE
Despite Surface’s capabilities, hardware alone is not going to answer
all your business needs.
Surface really shines when accompanied by Teams, the all-in-one shared
virtual workspace.
Teams is a hub for communications and collaboration. It allows teams to
host virtual meetings, chat with colleagues, share and collaborate on files
(thanks to its integration with Microsoft 365 and OneDrive), and manage
their day-to-day work from anywhere.
And with its industry-leading security and compliance capabilities, Teams also
protects the communications and valuable data of organisations, even at scale.
There’s also great benefit in having one vendor supply all of a firm’s
collaboration and work software, as IT will have less set-up work to do
and less continuous monitoring to worry about.

Teams is a true virtual office, allowing users to do most of their day-to-day
work in a single application. There’s no need to be tied to a desk any longer.
Users won’t even have to risk saving their files and valuable data to their
device thanks to Teams and Office 365, providing added confidence and
security to the business, no matter where the device is taken.
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MAKING THE MOST OUT OF TEAMS
Teams offers a host of usability and productivity features
that can really take remote work to the next level.

Users can share and collaborate
on files directly from Teams,
ensuring version control

It empowers teams to create and
manage their own workgroups,
and report into the wider company

Teams allows those on video calls
to blur out or replace backgrounds,
protecting privacy and keeping
distractions to a minimum

Teams enriches communication
with a selection of third-party
applications and tools

The modern workplace is demanding, but with Teams installed on a Surface device,
users will be able to accomplish pretty much any day-to-day task, no matter where they are located.
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TEAMS ON SURFACE –
COLLABORATION WITHOUT
COMPROMISE
The powerful combination of Teams and Surface can increase
productivity and employee satisfaction in any number of
industries and circumstances.
Take for example, a field worker seeking assistance on
a job far from the office. They would be able to quickly open
their portable Surface device and use Teams to video call
operations managers. They could then receive any necessary
documentation instantly through Teams file sharing, and then
use the saved conversation as a reference for later jobs.
Surface can be brought to the workshop, to the factory,
to the street and beyond. With Teams installed on Surface,
anywhere can become a productive workstation.

The Surface range was designed with collaboration in mind.
Each model features built-in webcams and microphones that
are fine-tuned for crystal-clear communications. Anyone joining
in on a Teams meeting via their Surface device will suddenly feel
like they’re in the room.
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KEY FEATURES OF THE
MODERN DESKTOP
There are a number of features shared
across the majority of the Surface range.
Here’s what you can expect:

THE RIGHT SURFACE
FOR ANY WORKPLACE

Lightweight and portable

There really is a Surface device for any team and working situation.

Battery life to get through
the working day, and beyond

Your customers will, of course, have unique requirements.
They might, for example, spend more time outside the office
than others or may require more processing power.
When making your order through Westcoast, it is important to
understand which device (when combined with Teams) will help
your customers meet their goals.
There are countless ways to use Surface and Teams. Designers visiting
clients could make amends to their work in situ thanks to the Surface’s
touchscreen, while a salesperson might use the brilliant display to
seriously impress potential customers.

Clear communications via in-built
Webcam and microphone

1TB

16GB

Up to 1TB of storage

Up to 16GB of RAM
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HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE OPTIONS
NOW AVAILABLE VIA WESTCOAST

Surface Go 2

Surface Laptop 3

Surface Pro 7

Surface Book 3

Lightweight and powerful, perfect for
workers who spend a lot of time on
the move. Features a sophisticated
touchscreen and a detachable,
mechanical keyboard. The Go 2 also
features optional LTE Advanced
– delivering secure connectivity
virtually anywhere.

Keep working without worrying
thanks to an all-day battery life
and industry-leading processors
- allowing you even greater
multitasking performance.
The enhanced dual far-field
Studio Mics also mean users will
be heard loud and clear on Teams.

A savvy presentation kit designed
to be taken anywhere. It’s a laptop
and tablet rolled into one with
more than enough power to
handle intensive applications.

The ultimate business companion.
Arm your customers with the
power to accomplish anything.
Packing at least a 10th generation
Intel i5 processor, along with up
to 32GB of RAM and integrated
or dedicated graphics, there is
no task that’s too big to handle.

Discover their benefits and place your orders at westcoast.co.uk/surface
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SURFACE AND TEAMS –
THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
The truth is that there are far more ways to utilise Surface and
Teams – both separately and together – than could possibly
be detailed in this short guide.
Talk to Westcoast today to find out how we can support you
as you support your customers. See what Surface and Teams
can really help them achieve.

TOP TIP: TELL THE STORY
When selling Surface and Teams together, don’t just focus on the
features of each. Instead, paint a picture. Imagine how your customer
would benefit from the flexibility, portability and connection offered
by this powerful combination in their day-to-day work.
For example, will it save them time? Cut down on needless commuting?
Keep teams focused on one ongoing project? There are countless
use-cases to explore.
You’ll be able to find a few example stories on the Westcoast Surface portal.
Visit westcoast.co.uk/surface
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WESTCOAST PROVIDES A SUITE OF SURFACE
SOLUTIONS TO HELP YOU HELP YOUR CUSTOMERS.

Surface Loan Stock

Training

Surface as a Service

DMP Rewards

Give your customers the chance to
‘try before they buy’ at zero cost.

Complimentary training
sessions from Microsoft can
help you become Surface ready.

A flexible way for customers to
get the best out of Surface,
all at one monthly price.

Our reward programme rewards
you for hitting Surface sales targets.
Throw Teams into the mix to really
smash those goals.
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